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windows no longer needs the onboard defragmentation features when using defraggler. its smaller footprint and easy to use interface makes it an ideal program for quickly defragging your drive. the advanced features, reliable performance, and rapid data migration make it a one-stop
solution. when it comes to defragging hard drive space, there are few that can match defraggler. it's a simple program to use, which is no small feat, and yet it features all the advanced features to keep its space-saving efforts top notch. the free version of defraggler has all the features

of the paid version and more. it also has a generous assortment of themes and cleaner extras like custom folders. it also has a handy feature that tracks the files you have already defragged, saving time on future defragging jobs. in addition, it lets you batch multiple files at once,
replacing the need for multiple clicks. a pup is not (nor may not have ever been) what it seems. freeware bundled with dubious applications ranges from funny, to malicious and dangerous. some free and legal freeware is bundled with a mix of spyware/adware and/or malicious codes,

and some freeware comes bundled with shady software that does not install/run without being launched with an additional click or two. in this case, the photo actually shows a nice looking installer with a decent reputation. but any of the installers above may change in an instant when
you launch the bundled application. we want you to avoid these download traps. out of all the similar pups, easy audio player is the most common bundled program acrossall download portals. furthermore, the 'download now' button at the bottom of this screenshot was far from being
obvious and definitely far from being a legit download. the installer did not even allow me to close the app after clicking download to activate it, instead i had to reboot or hard shutdown in order to close the app and remove the bundled programs. anyways, here's a screenshot of the

same exact thing, except for the download link.
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